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INTRODUCTION

Disease is one of the moat important of many factors limit-

ing the production of wheat in Kansas, Leaf rust, Puccinia

rubigo-vera tritici (Eriks* and E. Henn.) Carleton, is one of

the most abundant and widely distributed diseases, and is the

cause of some loss in yield nearly every year. In some years

the losses may be quite severe (IB), depending mainly upon

favorable environment and extensive acreage of susceptible

varieties of wheat. The only practicable method of control is

breeding for resistance, and this method of control has been

used extensively in the control of the disease*

The breeding for resistance is complicated by the occurrence

of so many physiologic races of the fungus* The latest revision

of the International Register of physiologic races of leaf rust

of wheat (15) lists 152 described races. Of these, 46 have

been found in Kansas since 1940. However, only a few of these

races occur each year in considerable abundance. If a breeding

program is to be successful, these races must be known and care-

fully considered.

Studies on the prevalence and distribution of the physiologic

races of leaf rust of wheat in Kansas have been carried on for

many years, but until the present time, the data obtained have

not been fully analyzed. This work presents the results of the

analysis of data compiled during the period 1940 to 1951 in-

clusive.

The studies discussed herein were divided into two phases,



It the culturiag and physiologic race analysis or a large number

of leaf rust collections made in the field in Kansas in 1951,

and 2. a complete analysis of all physiologic races isolated

from Kansas collections each year during the period 1940 to 1951

inclusive.

REVIEW OP LITERATURE

Leaf rust has lone been recognized as a common and widely

distributed disease of wheat as pointed out by Carleton (6) in

1898. The disease was then commonly called "orange leaf rust"

of wheat. Carleton noted the presence of this disease in Kansas

in 1898 and observed that some injury seemed to be caused by the

rust in eastern Kansas, but comparatively little injury resulted

in the western part of the state.

Several workers in the early 1920 »s noticed what seemed to

be different forms of the disease that had different reactions

on different varieties of wheat* The first definite step toward

differentiation of these forms came in 1926 when I'ains and

Jackson (17) described 12 physiologic forms of the fungus as a

result of testing 200 varieties of wheat. Prom the 200 varieties

tested with rust collections from all parts of the United States ,

31 showed variability in reaction. They chose 7 of these wheat

varieties to use as differentials, and later increased the number

to 11 varieties, with which they Isolated the 12 distinct phy-

siologic forms. Since then work has been done in many parts of

the world in the classification of physiologic races. A few

years after the original work on physiologic races, Johnston



and Mains (11) added 25 new forms of the fungua and these com-

bined with 8 races found by other workers increased the total to

53 physiologic races. The additional races were added as a result

of experiments with 8 differential varieties of wheat; four of

winter habit and four of spring habit. The other three varieties

which had been used by Mains and Jackson were not used because

it was shown that they exhibited reactions similar to some of the

eight differential varieties retained and therefore were of no

particular value in race determination. The varieties of winter

habit used by Johnston and Mains were Malakof (C.I. 4898), Medi-

terranean (C.I* 3332), Hussar (C.I* 4843), and Democrat (CI,

3384). Those of spring habit were Webster (C.I.3780), Carina

(C.I. 3756), Brevit (C.I. 3778) and Loros (C.I. 3779). These

varieties have been used since that time and the latest revision

of the International Register of physiologic races of leaf rust

of wheat (15) lists 132 races of leaf ruat identified by the use

of these 8 varieties

•

Race determination is based on the physiologic raction of

the differential wheat varieties to the rust fungus. The reactions

baaed on infection typea varying from to 4 were deacribod by

Mains and Jackson in 1926 (17) as follows:

O-Hiahly resistant- No uredinia formed: small flecks,
chlorotic or necrotic areas more or leas prevalent*

1-Very reaistant- Uredinia few, small, always in
small necrotic spota. Also more or leas necrotic areas
produced without development of uredinia.

2-Moderately resistant- Uredinia fairly abundant, of
moderate size, always in necrotic or very chlorotic spots.
Necrotic spots seldom without uredinia.



3-Moderatoly susceptible- Uredinia fairly abundant, or
moderate size. Ho neorosia is produced, but sometimes
slight chlorosis immediately surrounding the uredinia.

4-Ver? susceptible- Uredinia abundant, lar:;o. Ho
necrosis or cholorsia immediately surrounding the uredinia.
Infected areas sometimes occurring as green islands
surrounded in each case by a chlorotlc rln .

Another typo of reaction occurring on wheat has been described

by Stakman and Levlne (22 )• This type encountered first with

stem rust is heterogenous in pustule type and has been called the

mesothetic or "X-type" reaction. 2hey define it as follows J

Uredinia very variable, apparently including all types

and degrees of infection on the same blade; no mechanical

separation possible; on reinoculation small uredinia pro*

duce large ones, and vice versa* Infection ill defined.

Some writers have expressed the opinion that most of the 132

physiologic races may be grouped into a relatively few "race-

groups'', these being groups of races that may duplicate the re-

actions of others when subjected to certain environmental con-

ditions. One such advocate is Cheater (8) who with his work and

that of others listed several race-groups that were made up of

closely related races. For example, the race-group 5 is made up

of physiologlo race 5 and physiologic race 52, which can be dis-

tinguished only by a reaction on Hussar, a differential variety

that may readily vary in susceptibility with changes in .environ-

ment. Another such example is race-group 9, made up of physio-

logic races 9, 10, 13, 19, 20, and 31, which can be distinguised

as separate races only under certain environmental conditions. It

is quite evident that many of the present described physiologic



races are duplicates of prior races, but described under dif-

ferent environmental conditions. Ilewton and Johnson (19) tested

the effect of light and t ! t on tho reaction of varieties

used for race determination, and ten ilakof and Democrat

bee teroaa: susceptible with lower temperatures, while

Carina, Brevit, ussar beco. Ly resistant, Webster

and mediterranean did not react consistently in eithor dire,

d Loros showed very little oha n reaction duo to temperature

Ghanges* All of the differential varieties showed a more or leas

i;ed tendency to become increasingly resistant with conditions

of short day and weal: light* In cjcnoral it appeared that temper-

atures affected the reactions more than did light* The phases of

rust seemed to develop more rapidly in warmer temperatures

m in cooler.

The occurrence of the various physiologic races in Kansas

l been studied for many years; however, the first list of the

races present in tho state was drawn up by Johnston and Mains (11)

in 1929, They listed physiologic races 9, 57, 36, 5, 33, 1, 5,

11, 20, and 39 a3 being present in Kansas in 192: . Dae list was

drawn up as to race prevalence, race 9 be .jt prevalent.

In 1929, physiologic races 9, 15, 15, 2, 5, 29, SO, 51, 35, 40,

41, and 42 were found in that order. The next report of preva-

lence in this area of the various races appeared In 1948 and in-

cluded all the physiologic races found in the Croat Plains area

from 1955 to 1945 inclusive (14). Physiologlo races 1, 2, 5, 5,

9, 10, 11, 15, 15, 19, 20, 28, 51, 5/, 40, 44, C
, , 105, 105,

112, and 128 were found, and race 9 was t >st prevalent.
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Loss in yield in Kansas due to leaf rust has been various!

estimated, belchers (10) in 1917 stated that losses in Kansas

fiolds ran as high as 30 percent on lone susceptible varietios or

.at, Under these conditions the foliage infection was generally

porcoiit In t articular season, He expressed the boli^

that too little stress iiras von to the importance

rust. Under opiphytotic condition* produced in the greenhouse,

Johnston and hiller (13) found that under greenhouse conditions

leaf rust reduced the yield of susceptible varieties c . at

from 42.4 percent to 93.0 percent, depending upon the lc of

infection period and time of infection. Under the sa;.e condi-

tions it was found that abundant flecking of resistant varieties

resulted in a urn of 15,2 percent reduction in yield, Caldwell

et al, (4), (u) estimated that grain losses rangod fro.; 14,8

percent to . . percent in opiphytotic conditions in the field*

These ato3 are a bit an that of caldron (25) I

.

estimated the avera ?-oss at about 13 percent,

he noted that two susceptible varieties showed I03303 of 19 per-

d 20 percent due to leaf rust infect «. .otwithstandir.

the extremities of estimates it seoms safe to say that in sane

yoars the yield ia reduced as much a3 20 percent.

The loss of yield lias been di Inly to two faotor3, either

decrease in the number of kernels or decrease in the kernel weight

as 3hown by iiains (16), Johnston and filler (13), Caldwell et al.

(5), and waldron (23). Whether the loss is due to decreases in

kernel weight or decrease in the number of kernels seems to be

determined by the stage of development reached by the plant before



the rust becomes severe (20). Liains (16) stated that the cor:

lation of reduction of the number of kernels with the relative

time of bloss: is very goodj indicat: o of devolc

\t of the plant when infected seems to determine the causo

yield losses.

It is also evident that protein co vain is affected

by leaf rust, Caldwell et al. (5), w'aldron (23), Peterson, Ilowton,

and Y/hiteside (20), found that the protein content o is

lowered considerably by hi leaf rust infections, and resist.,

varieties showed a much higher protein content than comparable

susceptible varieties when subjected to leaf ru3t infection.

oriments indicated that environmental conditions dc . xe to

a jroat extent how much protein content of rain is reduced as

a result of loaf rust infection (20).

Losses in yield due to leaf rust even if rather li be

of very important c aenco in mu such as Kansas, Oklahoma,

:?aska, etc., where extremely large acrea.es of wheat are plant

as pointod out ilttfl (16). The losses oay "ectod by t

of planting due to the fact varieties of wheat require

considerable time before theil .aturity resist-

ance (20). Studies a,. -his line were carried on by Johnston

and i-I©Ichors (12 ) observed that several varieties showed in-

creasing resistance if infected later In the growth of the plant.

Many varieties which showed susceptibility in the seedling sta

exhibited considerable resistance if they remained free from in-

fection until the boot stage or even more so if inoculated in the

heading staje. If planting is late, the wheat may fail to develop
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resistance in tine to : oct it from severe leaf rust infection.

Johnston and Miller (13) observed that heavy leaf rust in-

susceptible varieties resulted in e;:o >n

of tillers about the ti. . y of fc! tiller.

ay also noticed t as retarded and the fruitin iod

was lengthened In susceptible varieties

•

The observations o:. watt of infected whf

are rather conflict-. . Johnston and Millar (15) reported that

the water requirements of susceptible varieties increased 31.7

percent to 104 percent, and resistant varieties showed only very

light increases in water requirement • Weiss (24) on tho other

hand, stated that under epiphytotic conditions there was but

•lightly water used by the plant. Such dis; ents point

to the necessity of further research on this subject.

Environmental conditions favorable to epiphytotic conditions

are generally about the same a3 those listed c: it«r (7) as

occurring in Gkls durin ytotic 1 e.

he it heaviest infections occur under «u )ist condi-

tions of early spring and m ,
.

'.: a sufficient supply of over-

wintered inoculum and ve acreage of suscoptiblo wheat

varieties. ;ac conditions he estimated the losses due to

leaf rust in Old. 30 percent to 50 percent in 1038,

The presence of 30 many physiologic races, and the occurrence

of now races has been of ,reat interest to plant patholo i3ts. Ihe

hoterothallic nature of both stem rust and leaf rust su ;est3 the

possible role of hybridization in the production of new physio-

ic races. Craigia (9) proved that new races of the stem rust of
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wheat ( Puccinia ryanlnia tritioi ) on the barberry arose by by- ,

bridization. Mains and Jackson (17) proved the heterothalllc.

of leaf rust (P. rubl;;o-ycra tritioi ) and It waa alao

Allen (1), The alternate hoata were found to be certain apoc..

of Thallictrum; however, the suaceptible opociea are European

and do not occur i: Great Pl| a and aoldc . od

Statea except in orna; plantings* a . a of

9 racea oannot be attributed to thia cause, aa pointed out !

Allen (1) v ton and (11 )• If the alternate ia

not the aaam of race variation, then it aoeraa not at all unlikely

that leaf ruat t have developed an alternate means of variation

such aa Int J of nuclei in hyphal fusions, or r.utc - oth

of these require further study before , definite conclusions >e

and Johnson (5) .; it that there 3 a possi-

bility that loaf rust micht have its alternate m certain

other species of "ranunculaceous genera", Cheator (.:) ientio

publications from Russia i. . sh the authors State that the

alternate host in Eastern Siberia is Isopyrun fnmar

other experiments In c count:- e failed to substantia

.3 vie. .

The possibility of a nutation causing t .earanco of a

new race was strongly suggested by the occurr, "aberra:

physiologic form of leaf ruat Isolated by Johnston (10) in 1927.

occurred on a supposedly resistant wheat variety. It

differed from an; .1 physiologic race in aporo color, spore

size, uredinia size, and length of incubation period. On standard

differential varieties the reaction v/aa different from any known
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physiologic form. The incubation period Tor this aberrant form was

about 7 days longer than for others.

Another possible moans of the occurrence of new physiologic

racos has been suggested by ^odenhiser and Hurd-Xarrer (21). They

observed fusion of rust hyphae first on nutrient agar and then on

host a of wheat. If these is do occur between hyphae of

different physiologic races, t account for the large number

of physiologic forms as where the social t rarelyj if

ever, present, . jver, Drov/n and Johnson (3), as a res:

their reseat , ..ontion that t: sibility of nuclear enchan

alia .. ea in the urodia' i o doc:

robable. Further studies along these li. . B undc

ore definite conclusions

far as prevalence of the disease is concerned, only I

uredial 3ta^e is of importance in Kansas, It wa3 noticed as

earl ifl (2) that leaf rust of wheat overwinters in the uredial

sta the tissues of the young wheat planes, >• the

urodia are not visibly present, but t: ,-elial growth remains

within the leaves.

One of the earl. fciona for control and 3till tb

most important control of the disease was t: swth of resistant

at variotiv: i . ..olley (2) I itad In 1000 that soma varieties

ara re .an others to loaf rust infoctio::. I is

as re I the only practical one . is

used c: Ively in control of tha diseaso.
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IAIS A JDS

The collections used in accumulation of data analysed in

this paper i ade in various ways throughout t ;.
5iod or re-

search* In gins: ilj ithoda war* .3, Qj

and probably ~ collection of wheat loavc3

which showed a uredial infoction. In moat cases these loaves

•e placod in an envelope , :orably glasine bags, anc".

loaves drawn out to a flat position. Such saxiples either were

sent immediately to the plant research laboratory at Kansas State

College or pressed and dried in a book for two or three days and

then sent* In all cases the date and place of collection were

included with the collection and b possible the host variety

of wheat was named. : collections upon reaching the rust re-

search laboratory v;ere placed in a refrigerator and cooled at

approximately 45 decrees F« and allowed to remain there until such

a time as they could be tested for physiologic race content*

1 of collection was used duri.

and early spri: . , wheat brought into

onhouse for any purpoa* waa o::a.iinod for possible infection, and

if an infoctio noticed, spores immediately were scraped

fro . . pustule with a moistened spatulate tipp: ;dle and

placed in suspension in a drop of water. These spores in suspen-

sion then were immediately transferred to a susceptible host

variety (usually Cheyenne) in the seedling stage, and this inoc-

ulated seedling plant placed in a moist chamber.

All seedling plants used in the determination of physiologic
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raoea were grown in gnall clay flower , cither the 2 l/2 inch

or 5 inch size* In all cases the seedlings uaed for race differ-

entiation were grown in 2 1/2 inch pota.

The identificationa of physiologic racoa were carried on in

the greenhouse fror.i about October or November to the end of April*

al reaaon for thia limited . ;enhouac

temperatures before and after those tinea are too high for favor-

able study* Fia ore, the higher teraperaturea sometimes cause

a wilting of the seedling plants ao aa to I accurate readings

very difficult and often modify infection types, thus giving un-

reliable results. Collections made after April and before October

thorefore were allowed to remain in the refrigerator until the

following fall* In thia type of collection it waa found necessary

to be positive that all leaves v/oro flattened before storage, be-

cause after a few days the loaves become brittle and shatter readily

when handled

•

Golloctiona of this type were removed from the refrigerator,

placed on a clean white 3hoot of paper so that t per infected

portion of the lc . .. i _ oacd* oacd leaf surface on

which the uredial pustules occurrod waa then carefully acraped

with a moistened spatulate-tipped needle, and the needle point

jrsed in a droplet of distilled water on a glass microscope

slide* This allowed the loose spores to distribute thornselves

freely in the water* following this one of two steps was employed*

If the inoculum was sufficient, it was transferred by the use of the

spatulate needle to a set of differential varieties. This method

also was used with collections from freah material if the amount of
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inoculum was sufficient.

IT in either case the amount oculuin v;as amall, 1

tranaferred ol . to a half scries .. and 2 apri:
I tat

dii'ferontial varieties), or to a susceptible variety such as

/eniie upon which the inoculum was increased* In every caso

leaves of the seed; .ero rubbed wit iatened finger-tipa

to remove the waxy coat at is present on the surface • The

most favorable aize of aeedling with which to work waa found to be

one in which the first aecondary leaf waa j'us .

Under normal conditions this ia about 7 to 9 daya after planting*

Only primary leaves were uaed for inoculations*

Care v;as exercised to prevent mixtures and cross inocula-

tions in the cultures. After each transfer of a collection, the

needle used was flamed to maintain sterile conditions, and

paper on which the loaf was placod for collection of inoculum

I discarded* As soon as on a collection was completed, t.

e thoroughly washed In punnln before work was

started on the next collection* This romoved loose a and

prevente; .juros. All pots of aoedlim.s were labeled so

their identity could easily be distinguished*

Soedlinga of the differential varieties and ail other plants

to be inoculated were started in a separate section of the green-

house where no rust waa grown* They were removed from that

aection only when needed for inoculation. After inoculation the

seedlings Y/ere placed in noist oha : of chamber used

depending on the area required to adocruately contain the number of

pots of inoculated plants. If the full sets of differentials were
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mm ;
oist chambers of- heavy galv. d metal about 15-15 inches

high and 15 inches in ;od. If the half series or

only one or two pots of susccptibl. caso seedling were inoc-

ulated, moist lion ett*€M fed* In

oach caso, oho technique followed wa3 similar to that doscril

by Johnston . -ains (11). Slijht modifications were used to

facilitate application to this particular wax . . it an- inch of

fine sand was placed in the bottom of oach ..oiat or so that

when water was added a high humidity would be maintained through-

out the infection period. The sides of the chamber were also

moistened in an attempt to maintain the highest humidity possible

inside the chamber. It was found that the best results were

obtained if the moist ers were placed un ,e greenhouse

benches behind cloth shades where they were protected from direct

sunlight.

After the pots of seedlings were placed :. s, the

leaves of the pier o is toned with ta: I of a

sprayer. In most cases ( lion Hudaon Amies1 knapsack sprayer

usod. Dy pun] Is up to a 1 1 _gh pressure a fine

t-like spray d leaves with small droplets of

water ima obtained. In .. i oasos whore only a m pot or a

few pots of seedlings wore inoculated, a smaller DeVilbiss hand

atomizer was used in place of. the pre sure sprayer. In either

case, the plants were sprayed until dt - / :o droplets formed on

-• loaf surface. This condition was necessary so that optimum

mination of the urediospores could be obtained. It was

noticed that the be3t i occurred when inoculated seed-
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Ho rse placed in moist ... a free water surface

in the botti ,

After the pl< .., a shoot of

or. ahouse glass, appro; 6 of ar. ... in thlolo-

ne33 and large enough to oo top oi -,

laced on the top it so that all edge3 of t!

chamber covered. After cover.- LtM and

ox . .
. e usually sprayed to lower the t

.

tures and produce condensation within the chamber. >ader condi-

tions of high temperatures the plants wore moistened with the

sprayer or atomizer .; .. .orvals of about two hours for several

hours after they ware placed in t .1st c'

The seedling plants were allowed to remain in the I .re

en for about 24 hours, after i d and

placed on t oenhouse bench. If the material taken from the

was a half aeries or an increase on a susceptible

var. - -'.'.or isolations were tc :ade» the pots

we:.. Qt in isolated compartments to further protect ti >cu

outside go:. ition* Pull 3ots of differential va n?e

.ply removed - Mt c La...bora and set on tl oenhouse

bench next to other inoculated series until uredial formation

and r. ore ready for reading since no further isola-

tions were made :m. This varied with temperature and light

conditions from about 10 to 15 days. Aftor this uredial

infection usually had reached maturity so that inoculated plants

could be used to inoculate sets of differential varieties. The

differentials had been moistened similarly to tl hod described
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previously, and had been ar: so that the leaves wore in a

position to retain moisture droplet:.. footed susceptible

variety t .as used as a brush an~ .odically drawn over the

leaves of the di.. Bntlal plants, was used to afford

even distribution of spores on all leaf surfaces, The plants in

>lst chamber were again atomised and t :ss cover placed

on the chancer as mentioned be . • 'The cliffI als were re-

moved after 24 hours and placed on a bench to allow infections

to develop,

.en the inoculated plants consisted of a half series,

readings were made when infections were fully developed after

Lea silicic pustule isolations .were made from each of the four

varieties, These were nade by using a apatulato tipped needle on

which a drop of distillec I suspended. The moisten

needle-tip Laced in contact isolated pustule and

Spares of that sin ustulc
i m up into the drop of

surfaco tension, caution was U3ed to obtain only

.

•
. me particular pustule as other pustules might be

of a different Lc race. e spores in the drop of water

were then transferred to the primary leaves of seedlings of a sus-

tiblo variety which load been trimmed of their secondary leaves.

Pour-inch clay pots were used for these cultures. The seeds in

these pots were located at or near the center. There fere usually

5 or 6 seedli. ; ot. These plants were inoculated by drawing

the flat surface of the needle along the flat surface (usually the

lower surface, Although the upper surfaco was found to be satis-

factory also) of the leaf so that only a thin film of water
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.ded bfl . . The sue- . . •

••; on the leaf au: \iner. The inoculated

plants t. ( lac . . - round that wash

tub: Tor 4 inc".

en lar. ..as wow ;. 3n oiat i . . iw tfi-

ulite or sand was placec ... «r in the bottom. Over tl . M
placed a hail screen of about 1/ .so that the pots would

not sink into Lai used to retain the moisture,

placed In these moist i wore molatoned in tin :er

as described earlier.

When m pustule isoi -ere removed from the r.ioiat

or, a glaai la lobe was placed over tho plants in each

'c to reduce nixt. iltures. The bottom of t .Lobe was

: act with oil in t . - . , . infections v;:re aIlov;od

to develop in tl 1 isolation eha . -ffcor 10 to 12 da-

eloped to a j ooul< tally

oe dij . „ . | I lc-pustule isolf

I used to inoculate full 3ets o ... brua

:ribed ..or. - r0

.:oved i 'z:ib c'. ... >d on a fc > ob-

/ation. All alngla pi. isolation cultures w pt in

cac: infection was poor or nixed tad

repeatin, »

After a t*1 ttiali had been all-. o develop

pustules, t. -e of infection on each variety v/a3 recorded and

the physiologic race content od by tal d. :\:i-

lm* Adequate pustule on for accurate usually
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developed in 10-15 days »

Race deter: :-j supplied in

the 3rd revision of the r clonal Register or physiologic races

of leaf rust of wheat (15 )» .ologic races were keyed by

not: .. o varietal reaction (resistance or susceptibility) of

the differc 1 vari* order, Malakofj Carina,

Brevit, Webster, Loros, Mediterra , Hussar, and Democrat. A

reaction was called su3copt .'.
: • reading! v/ere of a 3 or 4

a as distinguish^: d Jackson (17). She react.,

was called resistant if the plant3 had infection types of 2 or

lower, Reading* that could not be do.. od as sus-

r rosi. I celled I ate* " das.' ;

each reaction in one or toother of these categories, the physio-

logic race co could bo >.ed. t of dii- ;ials

had a wooden label collection number, the 3i_iglo-pus-

tule isolation from v;hich it was derived, and the date it was

inoculated. reading* for each set were recorded in a b;:

and the physiologic race present was recorded. If a culture proved

to be . .turo of races, the single pustule isolations were re-

peated fro;.. . Btock culture, and the readings repeated. In

cases of si. .ures where the rac. oasily distinguish-

able, the rotu .as recorded eJ ,th a notation of "si

mixture"

.

The accumulation of data thus derived was used In

of prevalence ... .but ion c ologic races present

in the state • In 1051.

The second part of . itudies discussed herein consisted of
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summarizing data on the prevalenc distribution of physio-

logic races of leaf rust in Kansas for the period 1940 to 1951

inclusive. The data had been collected year by year and entered

ieh card showing the place and date of collection and-

the variety upon, which it M* possible,

data v/ere combined and su sod b , location,

crop areas, tin* of collection, etc. Tint object here was to

together and summarize data that had been collecvcu over a

period oi- a but which had never been nva ,ed or published

full.

EX. -

Studies on the Prevalence and Distribution of Physiologic
Races of Leaf Rust in Kansas in 1951

In ordor to interpret accurately the data accumulated for the

past years it soc:.ied imperative that an understanding of the

methods of study employed be ained. To achieve this an attempt

was made to identify the physiolo ic races of leaf rust in all

collections that were made in Kansas durin 1951 season.

ore were a much larger number of collections t! ad been

analyzed previously, thus obtain. >re thorough representa-

tion of leaf rust in the state than usual. Collections vera

made f! .:ountios throughout tha state as ra 2.

The number of collections varied from county to county due to I

random collection hod used. In general the collections in

eastern Kansas were rather limited. The number of collections

totaled 90 for the entire state, ^'rom tha 90 collections made
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during 1051, 20 races idem; . 3 occurrence of those

races by county in 1951 is .in Tabic 1. Although these 20

wore Identified S3 ..
i .,, studies shoved that ..any of

were similar to one or a r of the few major races. It

has been founc oat cases a b variety resistant to a

jor race i3 also resistant to sinilar races. ...is fact lias led

some worlrei^s (8, 19), to considc ilar races as race-groups.

Further a»t for race groupln obtainod in greenhouse

expc ta conducted in 1951. r observed that racos

identified as 10, 13, 19, 20, and 51, respectively, lo3t their

identity under envirc al conditions, and ::' nested later,

o recognised only as race 9. S\. observations have been

noticed I ;, (C, 9). During t: .. , collections

..tifiod as race 52 were lat; m to be race 5, this ent

uige being due to the dii'ference in the reaction o2 Hussar, a

variety considerably affected by temperature and light conditions.

The concept of race grouping lias been followed in this paper,

era of the major race-groups being designated by the prin-

ciple race within the groups

•

It was desired to obtain information not only on t ovalonce

and distribution of physiologic race-groups in the state as a

whole, but al3o in certain parts of the state. Divisions were

arbitrarily drawn up, dividing the entire state into 6 more or

lo:.s equal divisions accordin; to the crop reporting districts

-used by the fcdoral crop service as shown by the heavy

line in .1. Distribution of I a jor raco-groups

within these areas is shown to good advanta ble 2. iiince
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number of collections from each area varied so nruchj

putat ions v. ado on perc. . .. of total isolates

within Mi ..... indicate that phy-

siologic race-group 5 increased in prevalence £pc .rn

areas to tlie eastern areas, . jercentage being present

in the northeast area. Race-group 9 presents a condition dia-

metrically opposed to race-group 5, that is, race-croup 9 is most

prevalent in the western areas, diminishing toward the eastern

areas* Race-group 9 was not isolated from any oi' the collections

made from the two eastern areas during 1951. The occurrence of

race-group 15 in 1951 appeared to be rather well distributed,

being slightly more prevalent in the southeast area than in the

others. Race-group 126 showed a very pronounced prevalence in

eastern and central a . Its occurrence in the western area3

was very slight. Analysis of the data shoved that nuch of tl

prevalence of race-group 126 in the contral areas occurrod borderi:

or near the eastern areas, establishing race-group 12G as a preva-

lent race-group in the eastern part of the state.

Another interesting phase jf the work carried on in 1051 was

the dominance of different races at dx . at tines oi

For example, race-group 9 showed definite evidence of having very

noticeable autumnal occurrence as shown in Table 3# Race-group

126 on the other hand showed just as definite a trend towards

spring occurrence. Race-groups 15 and 5 3eened to be rather well

established as year round races, though race-group 15 does sh

a slight degree of autumnal occurrence.

Duri: 1951 season the occurrence of two races was
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Table 8« Ihe distribution or the four major race-

groups wl orop areas during the year 1051.

Area

Ilorthweat

. Percei-' isolates of e<

! rac op

: 15 : 126

27. 55.0 15.8 ..

Southwest 37.2 51.5 0.6 3.5

Ilorthcentral .1 19.1 10.5 31.4

Southcentral 42.0 7.1 12.9 37.1

Northeast 50.0 0.0 1- . 55.7

Southeast 42.0 0.0 20.0 20.0

especially interesting. Physiologic race &Q, - is a very

important race in the Ohio Valley and one which could possibly

become of considerable importance in iCansas, was ejery minor in

occurrence, being isolated but 5 tines in 1951. She ft** of

interest, 77, daiit car khan in the past. Al-

though isolated but 4 . , it could vo a very severe race

it increased sufficiently sinoe nearly all sties

almost complete susceptibility to t oat virulent race.

Studies on Distribution and Prevalence of Physiologic Racos

of Leaf Rust in Kansas Duri *i Period 1040 to 1051

Data analysod for the c 12 year period wore obtained by

testing 555 coll. r physiologic raoe conte: '. . -he
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collections yielded 1580 single pustule isolations which proved

presence of 46 physiologic races of the leaf ru3t of wheat in

Kansas at sorae time during the 12-year period. Collections were

made . all but 21 of the 105 counties of Kansas as shown in

Pig. 2. Thou ' collections varied, uore than one

collection was generally iiade durin period from each county*

In each case the collection was sent to the plant research labora-

tory at Manhattan, , and analyzed for its physiologic race

con; :. '..e results obtai: re filed on cards as a peruianent

record. Upon analysis of t: ata certain trends in prevalence

and distribution were found to be cvidei. .

Table 3. Irevalence of t lajor race-groups
fall and spri asons during 1951.

z'centage of
for race-

total isolates
group

Season
:

• 5:9 \ 15
i AS

Pall

Sprii

30. 35,1

39.1 7,3

16.0

9.8

6.4

39.7

The occurrence of the various races from 1940 to 1951 in-

clusive i3 shown in Table 4« In audition to those races 1. . in

the table, races 7, 0, 11, 14, 17, 27, , 45, 61, 62, G9, 83,

93, 115, and 122 were isolated at 3o::e tin© during the period.

I not inc le due to t ot that their

prevalence did at in the state as they v/or-e

Isolated lc 12 year period.
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It waa found that of all the racea preaent, only 4 major race-

Groups were of enough importance to be co sidered aa major racea

in prevalence and distribution, Theae 4 race-groupa were found to

make up 88 percent of the total iaolatea for the entire perio .

Race-group 9 waa the most abundant followed by 126, 5, 15

in that order aa ahown in Figure 3. The prevalence of theae 4

jor raco-groups each year is shown in Figure •:. Raoa-group 5

aa thorn v;as a relatively , r race duri: irst half of the

12-year period* however, since 1946 it haa slowly increaaed until

it lias beco .. evalcnt of the major races in liansas.

Race-group 9 presents a picture of an almost exact opposite

prevalence. It wa3 easily t ^ant race in the first

half of the 12-year period, but since 1946 it lias diminished

gradually to the third most important race in Kansas. The cha.

in prevalence of those two physiologic races is thought to be due

to changes in the variety of wheat grown in Kansas. Pawnee wheat,

a variety of wheat reaistant to race-group 9 and auaceptible to

race-group 5 waa di3tributod in Kansas in 1944* At the time of

the introduction of Pawnee ir. aa race-croup 5 was a very minor

race in prevalence and distribution. For a few years ;e

of Pawnee was so s::all that no rapid changes war* noticed in l

prevalence of the physiologic races. Howe i the rapid and

-;at increase in acreage planted to Pawnee it tool; place,

race-croup 9 slowly faded from pro. ta as the moat prevalent

race, and race-group 5 increased in proportions not previously

known to Kansas. At preaent it ia eatimated that approaclma

40 percent of land planted to wheat in liana aa ia with Pawnee.
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Pig, 3f total number of isolates for oach of
the four Major physiolo ;ic race G^°"aPa °£ the loaf
rust a oat made from Kansas collect ious of loaf
ruat duel oriod 1940-51 inclusive.
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Race-Group 15 haa been aore or less stable in its prevalence in

Kansas throughout the entire period of investigation* It is prob-

ably least important of the jor race- -.roups • Race-croup 126

g been very sporadic in its prevalence i bci much importance

in some years and of relatively little importance in other years*

At the present time it is about the second moat important race-

,-jroup in Kansas.

It was noticed that the major physiologic race-croups 3eer.od

to bo aore prevalent in certain parts of the state than in other

parts despite the fact that each race-croup occurred to BOnte

.ent throughout the entire itate. Analysis of the data revealed

that the race-croup 5 was about equally prevalent in all parts of

the state, being lightly loss prevalent In the northeast area as

shown in Table 5. Race-croup 9 showed definite evidence of preva-

lence in the two western areas of the state. This is In keep!

with the opinions of other pathologist! (14) who found race 9 to

be the meet prevalent physiologic race in the Great Plains area.

Raoe**group 15 was ; ore or loss uniform in prevalence In moat of the

areas. While occurring less frequently than race-.roup 5 it

appears to be rathor widespread. Race-croup 126 was found to be

clearly more prevalent in the two eastern area3 than in other areas,

thus establishing Itself as nearly a direct opposite to race-croup

9 in Kansas.

Another interesting phase of the prevalence of phyaiologio races

in Kansas I irent dominance of some < ajor racc-

3ups at different times of t ..ar. For c;;a:.iplo, it was no-

ticed that collections from volunteer of fall-sown wheat apparent!/
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Table 5, Relati e Tour major
raco-groups of leaf rust of wheat In the six
crop areas of Kansas based on percentage of total
Isolates for each aroa.

Race- 3roup

Crop area : 9 : 15 : ,6

;rthoast 10.6 13.6 7.6 .2

..rthcentral 34 • G. oa*6

b] -3t 25.0 51.0 17.0 6.

Southeast .. Q % 17.7 .3

Southcentral 31

«

23.5 7.0 .

Southwest 27.5 56.5 8.7 7.2

contained a high content of race 9, while collections made fr

.

plants infected the following spring appeared to contain high per-

centages of races 5 and 126. The data were analysed in order to

obtain 3c .act information concerning this point. Collections

3 before December and after September were designated as fall

collections while those made from December throughout the rc-

.nder of the grow oasor considered as spring collec-

tions. Inasmuch as only t) tjor race-groups seemed to be of

major importance, other races wert i ot Included in the analysis.

The data show that ,o race-group 5 Is about equal in

prevalence throughout the year as shown by Table 6. Rac. .

- ip 9,

on the ot and, a it© trends towards autumnal dominance,

being nearly twice as prevalent in fall collections as raco-group 5,

Its closest competitor In the fall. Race-group 15 showed a sli^it

tendency toward fall prevalence but the significance 13 not too
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Table 6. Pore e or total isolates rep-
roacnted by the . icipa'i iolo ;ic

race-^roupa in colloctiona of Icar ruat
;.ade at different soasona of the year in
Kansas during the poriod 1940-52 inclusive.

Soaapn

Percentage of total iaolatea Tor

ipa

JL5 L 126

Pall 21. .: 10. 5 16.7

Spri: 22.3 24.0 7.2 52. .

well narked* Raco-^roup 126 showa a very marked dominance in

spring colloctiona and is apparently more suited to warmer en-

vironmental conditions. The data of the past 3 or 4 years I

je clearly defined apring and fall prevalence than data from the

enti-^o period, but the general trenda appear to be the a;

throughout the period of Investigation. The better definition

shown in the later years of research is thought to be due to the

fact that many more collections wore o:;a:.lined, thus more clearly

difference in prevalence and distribution.

DISCUSS J.

Tho ' of data has shown that f physiologic races

of leaf rust of wheat occurred in Kanaaa dv: the period

1940-51 inclusive, l-ov/ever, it ia equally evident that of the

racoa found, only about 4 major race-£roupa occur with annual

regularity and in L;reat abundance, thcae baing racc-jroup 9, 126,

5, and 15 in order od valence.

Definite trenda in prevalence and distribution wore noticed
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in connection with these 4 . see* •• » example, pan

dividing the i '.nto 6 or X > it was

found that BOM a race. til dent in

some of faeae areas than in others. Data for the entire period

aa well aa more o live studies, duri ie past year showed

physiologic race- 5 to be about prevalent in all

part3 of the state, Kace-'jroup 9 is definitely ..ore prevalent in

the western areas of the state. IBM the find-

•: of other workers (14) who listed race si the dominant race

in the Great Plains area includes western Kansas, hace-

group 15 was shown to be about equal in prevalence thr. • it the

state while race-croup 126 was l to bo more prevalent in f

two eastern areas of the . o.

It was fur shown bhi the major race-^oups were

valent in t: fell of t I oar and other a i.iore px I rat

in the paring* - la of t during the

consideration, races 5 and 15 appeared to be about equally preva-

lent the year round. On the other hand, races 9 and 12C & defi-

inite seasonal occurrence. Kaee 9 appeared nearly twice as often

in fall collections as in those made in the sprine* while race 126

was shown to be about twioe as prevalent in spring collections as

in fall collections . These finding! are more or leas in hooping

with the opinions of other workers though this particular phase

had not been c ily invc. ;ed b ofore.

It has b hown that race 5 has exhibited a definite rise

in prevalence since about 1945 due to , .pid .'- se in acro-

mee wheat planted in Kansas, a factor which in the ca3e
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or race 9 has had an effect quite t. » .osito. Raoe

easily the do : race fr 1945, Pawnee is

resistant to raco 9 and ax: 1 3 distr:. i b race has

gradually di - to ita pr* .of about third

ortance OV races. Uace 5 at the aane tine haa

risen to oecc I physiolo-jic race in i-a:isaa.

waa alao ahov,n that raco 15 and raco 126 have been nore or leas

stationary in their prevalence and distribution, liaco 15 has re-

ft about the fourth moat important race in Kansas fr- IT to

year, while race 126 bai • > 3 been t: t abundant race

and in others had been of very little importance, -ho sporadic

occurrence of price 126 throughout the 12 year period is aa yet

unexplained. It nay be poaBible that a combination of environ-

mental conditions at some tine taring the Ml ia re-

isible for thcao sporadic occurrences; hov;cver, a roviow of

over ;orioc. pad no co:. ;ion of any

conditions and race o.

Observations of loot of the major races in ;onhouae

during 1951 sconod to jate that a one o.l cloaely related

racoa nay be differentiated only at cor;,.. fceaperatUPi and light

levela. It m noticed that collections which were found to con-

tain raco 10, 13* X9t and 20 in the early autU ore later iden-

d aa raco 9. Alao, many collcctiona in the early autumn were

Identified as race 02 but later in the season after having boen

uro culture for aeveral month! wore recognised only as

race . incipal difference between race 5 and race 52 li.

e -n of triety Hussar and the fact lias been
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established that hussar becomes lnoreas r resistant with lower

tperatures and more susceptible with increasin peratures

»

ITewton and Johnson (19) and Chester (0). -hua since the reaction

on Hus3ar is the only difference be two races, it seems

evident that the temperature factor robably involved in t'.

case also. Races such as 10, 13, 19, and 20, in li!:o

be distinguished from race 9 only under special temperature and

-t conditions. Such observations uphold the concept of soup-

ing of similar races into race-groupu, and in each case it has been

found that a wheat variety resistant to one race within a race-

group is also resistant to the other members of that particular

group.

On jasis of results shown by the data analysed, it seems

advisable that a successful program of breeding for leaf rust

resistance in Kansas should follow these lines: (1) the continued

breeding of wheat varioties resistant to the 4 principal racc-

oups, (2) a more concentrated effort in breeding for resistance

to many physiologic races, i.e. broaden! ase of resistance,

(3) continued breeding for resistance to prevalent stem rust

raco3, includ:'- L5-j race in combination with leaf n

resistance, and (4) continued breeding for the various agro

characters in wheat that assure the high quality demanded at

growers, processors, and consumers.

SUMMARY

A total of 353 collections of leaf rust of wheat were made

in the field in Kansas duri: e 12-year period, 1940-51 inclusive,
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and analysed Tor their physiologic race content*

Forty-six physiologic races were identifiedJ however,

of similar races revealed that only 4 raoe~groupf wore

inant in the state every year* Race 9 was the moat abundant,

followed by 126, 5, and 15, in that order

•

It was found that certain of the major race- groups prevc-

lont In the state occurred in somo parts of the state rore often

than in other parts • Hace 9 appoarod to be definitely more abun-

dant in the western part o: , and race 126 appeared to

be just as definitely abunC:. eastern part of the state.

dioations that soi.io race: rovalent

geaaon of t tan in other seasons, -lace 9 was

found to be ..oro lent dur: fall than in the sprii- ,

^e race 126 was i o abundant in the spring than

in the fall.

Evidence was obtained that environnental factors affoct race

expression, several races exhibiting different responses under

Jerent light and temperature conditions.
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The purpose a .a research .old. The first part of

research dealt wit i analysis of leaf rust of v/heat collec-

tions made from all parti.' state during 1951, and v;as done

in the greenhouse by the writer. The second part dealt with tl

analysis of the data accumulated from the period 1540-51 in-

clusive, Tho raco determination of those data had be. . e by

various workers throughout that period. It was hoped

an analysis would indicate t ovalonce I tribution of

Important sea of leaf rust of v/heat that occur in

Kansas so that definite objectives In breed or resistance

ht be reached.

In the firat part of the research, collections sent in to the

plant research laboratory from all parts of the state were examined

for their physiologic race content, Tho data thus derived were

analyzed for indications of prevalence and distribution. In the

second part of the research, data which had been accumulated fro

1940-51 were examined and prevalence and distribution of physio-

logic races wore noted Tor each year.

The data showod the presence of at least 4G physiologic races

of leaf rust of v/heat in Kansas from 1940-51, this number bell

obtained aa a result of 1500 sin.;lo-pustulo lsol ts from 9

collections, However, it found that of those present only

four of the physiologic races and their close associates were of

ice in Kansas« Each a four major physiologic

races was combined ono or more closely associated races into

race-croups, the number of each race-croup being that of the

dominant race therein. Throughout the kwclve-yoar period race-
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group 9 was the rcvaler.t, followed by 126, , id 15 in

that order.

bain ohangea in prevalence wore noted in at least two of

the race- :j, with rac mp decree and 5 incrc

ov, iod.

Two Of the race- >wad d< bt distribution ten c -

1 In certain areas of tiu >;o, raao-group 9 being most

prevalent in the western part of the state while 12: est

prevalent in the eastern part of the state, o race-

groups showed variations in seasonal prevalence, iiace-croup 9

was definitel; a abradant dup Jail while 126 was just

as definitely prevalent in the sprii: .

On the basis of the analysis of the data in this paper,

is re: aded that a program of breodinc lines of wheat rosistant

to the four i.iajor race-croups found to be the most prevalent in

the state bo continued.


